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High resolution airborne remote sensing offers the potential for quantitative estimation of land 

surface attributes. Characterizing soil constituents and vegetation canopy structure at fine 

resolutions are critical to the understanding of eco-hydrological processes and have direct 

implications on food security. This research addresses the issues of quantitative estimation of soil 

attributes from airborne imaging spectroscopy. It establishes the feasibility of scaling up and 

estimation of these attributes from satellites. Further, we demonstrate that multiple sensor data 

such as imaging spectroscopy and Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) is beneficial for better 

estimation of canopy structural attributes. 

 

A data driven modeling framework is developed for the quantitative estimation of different soil 

textural and chemical constituents with limited field datasets.  The results obtained from Airborne 

Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) dataset indicate the applicability of the method 

for spatial predictions over the landscape and provides insights into the accuracy and uncertainty 

of the approach. Coarse resolution up-scaled AVIRIS datasets at multiple resolutions are used to 

explore the effects of spatial resolutions on the characterization of soil constituents. An evaluation 

framework is developed that considers the point-scale model performance as well as the 

consistency of cross-scale spatial predictions. The results indicate that the ensemble quantification 

method is scalable and establishes the feasibility of quantification of soil constituents from future 

space-based observations. These analyses are extended to develop a retrieval framework from 

satellites which combines the modeling framework with spectral similarity measures. Finally, by 

developing a tree shaped voxel approach we show that multiple sensor data can be advantageous 

in better characterization of leaf area density when the density of LiDAR point cloud data is 

insufficient as in the case of dense overlapping forest canopies.  

 

 


